NOVEMBER MEETING

Our next meeting, Monday, November 11, 8:00 P.M., will be held at our usual meeting place, Trinity Hall, Carlow College, 3333 Fifth Avenue, Oakland.

Joan Gottlieb, one of our members will present the program —

NEW ZEALAND: A CONDWANA RELICT

In 1997, for the 14th time, the wildflower watercolors of Andrey Avinoff grace the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy calendar. Avinoff has been called the Audubon of Botany. In the flowering seasons of 1940-41, he illustrated 351 species of native and naturalized wildflowers gathered and identified by Dr. Otto Jennings, then Secretary of our own Botanical Society.

Postal Classification Reform

I have just gone through two sessions (7 hours) on the new Classification Reform for Non-Profit Mailers. When it was all over, I knew twice as much as any of the other attendees. The rest of them knew absolutely nothing.

There are 142 possibilities as to rate per piece. To get Wildflowers to you, for some it will cost one rate while others will have a different rate, depending upon how many members are in each area. It's going to take an accountant to figure our bill for mailing. And, it's going to take a Philadelphia lawyer to understand the regulations.

The good news is that I have a daughter who is a C.P.A. I also have a son-in-law who is a lawyer in Philadelphia. The bad news is that neither of them will touch this with a ten foot pole.

BOTANIZATION?

At least, I increased my vocabulary at these meetings. I learned such words as "sortate" and "destinate".

I've even gotten where I am making up my own words. How does one grab you -- botanization?

MUSHROOMS

I was in the supermarket the other day and came across some dried mushrooms on sale for only $1.19 per package. A package contained 1/2 ounce.

I got out my trusty abacus and figured the price per pound was a mere $8.02.08.

I think I'll stick to the wild mushrooms. But, how do I know they are safe? Let me tell you about my fool-proof method. The first night, I let my wife eat the mushrooms. Then, if she is still around the second night, I eat the leftovers. It seems that most of the time all I get are leftovers, any way.

- RFB

Oxalis Corniculata

The sketch of Creeping Wood Sorrel was drawn from an actual specimen by Anne Bahl.

Rex Walsh - Rest in Peace

Sabina Walsh sends us this obituary on her husband, Lindal Walsh. He had asked her to do this many years ago. It appeared in the Beaver County Times of Wednesday, June 5, 1996.

Harold Rex Walsh

Harold Rex Walsh, 83, a lifelong resident of Beaver County, died Monday in The Medical Center, Beaver, where he had been hospitalized briefly for pneumonia.

Born in Ambridge, he married Sabina Hedwig Hilger, who survives him, in 1956. The couple first resided near Aliquippa, then moved to their present home in Beaver in 1946. They celebrated their 60th wedding anniversary on May 2.

Rex Walsh was a metalographer for Armea Steel, where he worked in the research laboratory of the Ambridge plant (formerly National Supply Co., and earlier Spong-Chalfont). His career there spanned more than 40 years. In addition to his work in metallography, he was also an industrial photographer. Many of his photographs were awarded. At one point in his career, he worked on assignment with internationally famous industrial photographer Art D'Arizien. Upon his retirement from Armea, Rex Walsh divided his time among his many other interests.

He was known locally as a scholar of American and British literature, with a special interest in neoclassic and romantic poetry. He communicated his erudite knowledge of and love for literature to everyone he knew.

Wild Orchids of Western Pennsylvania

Orchids in western Pennsylvania? At least sixty different kinds can be found growing in the Pittsburgh area. Learn from a local orchid expert* about these plants—how to identify them, where to look for them, and when you can find them.

Saturday, Nov. 16, 9:30-11:30 A.M. in the Blue Classroom. Members of The Carnegie: $8; non-members: $13. (Fee includes continental breakfast.) For class information and registration, call (412) 622-3288.

* The above was taken from the announcement of Fatt Classes for Adults at the Carnegie Museum of Natural History. The "local orchid expert" is not identified, but how could it be anybody except our own Scott Shriver?